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Human Rights are Women Rights and Women Rights are Human Rights . The United Nations
Declaration Of Human Rights has made a set of Rights which every human being on earth is
entitled for , Just because He or She is a human . Thanks to the effort of Great Feminist
revolutionaries like Eleanor Roosevelt ( Wife of Franklin De Roosevelt ) and Hansa Mehta of
India , The 1st Article of UNDHR was changed from “ All men are born free and equal ” To “ All
Humans are born free and equal ”

There is a difference of just 3 characters Between Man and Human , But Changing All Men are
born free and equal to All Humans are born and equal , Is now the ray of hope for billions of
Women worldwide .

Women are now rightfully granted all rights equal to men as men and women both are human
and must have the same rights . It’s a pity that women were not treated equally by the male
dominant society for centuries . Women were just thought to be the child bearing machines that
must obey their husbands and fathers and sacrifice their lives for the happiness of others But
things need to change.

Conclusion –

If society cannot admit women's free development, then society must be remodeled . Men and
women are created equal and should be treated equal and If they aren’t , Women must fight for
what is theirs by birth .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

• Women Rights Essay ( 500 words ) –

Women’s rights are the fundamental human rights that were enshrined by the United Nations for
every human being on the planet nearly 70 years ago. These rights include the right to live free
from violence, slavery and discrimination ; to be educated ; to own property; to vote; and to earn
a fair and equal wage.

Women suffrage movements started in the late 18th century in France some decades after the
French revolution , The whole idea behind women movements then was to grant Women the
right to vote . Education played a very important role in women rights movements , Poor people
and Women didn’t had access to Education.

Women were taught embroidery and cooking , they were taught how to obey their husbands and
How to be a good wife that does everything for the happiness of their husbands and family. A
good woman never raises her voice and talking about equal rights as men was considered
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taboo . Education changed it all. Some women learned to read and to write on their own ,they
wrote about their experiences and the injustice happening with them .

“It isn’t what we say or think that defines us, but what we do.” ― Jane Austen

Some revolutionary women began writing books and novels and many began to read and learn
them , education absolutely was a turning point for women . Wars too proved to be a blessing in
disguise , When most of the men were out in the wars , It were the women who took the control
. It boosted their confidence and helped them to organize . Years long first and Second world
wars proved very fruitful to Women and When Just after the second World war the United
Nations was formed , There were many women in powerful positions of the organization .

Including Women in the United Nations Declaration Of Human Rights paved the way for Women
Rights , all the rights equal to men and not just limiting the right to vote But right to equality ,
Right to freedom , Right to work  etc . Legally now , Women have all the rights equal to men.

Women are , by no means inferior to men . They are the live givers , Carrying a child in the
womb for 9 months , bearing all the pain and then taking care and nurturing the child with her
own milk . People believe that it is the God that has made us , They are wrong , It is the women
that have made us .

But still there are millions of women , who don’t get treated equally , In underdeveloped nations ;
Domestic Voilence and rape Cases are increasing at alarming rates and not only in
underdeveloped nations , In developed Countries too women face constant discrimination and
inequality .

Conclusion –

The path of equal rights for women is full of obstacles and challenges and it’s not going to be
easy for women to get complete equality and freedom . For Hundreds of years Women have
struggled and fought for equal rights and opportunities . The struggle and sacrifices of hundreds
of thousands of women is the pillar of women rights and the day isn’t far when there wouldn’t be
any disparity of man and women in human society.


